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Parkers – Sadly, the Parkers will be leaving RRR on September 25th for their next adventure in life – Port 

Aransas and Beach life.  They will continue to be members of the POA and Mike will continue to serve as 
President until their home is sold in RRR. 

 
Kids are now back in school – Drivers please mind stopped school buses where there is an extended 

stop arm and use caution when driving by children who are waiting at bus stops. 

 
Weather Sub-Station – Mike is currently working to obtain a date from the County of when the weather 

data will be available on the website  https://www.texmesonet.org/viewer The Texas Water Development Board has 

passed this to their IT section where there are 20 sites in the queue to be added to the website.  We’ll see. 

 
Roadwork – RRR is planning for roadwork patching and repairs sometime this month or next.  If you are 

interested in having chip-seal or black-top at your home, it may make sense to coordinate your effort while they 
are in the neighborhood already working and perhaps some type of discount.  Call Cliff Friesen who can help you 
coordinate with the contractor. 

 
Mowing – You may have noticed the road shoulders have been recently mowed.  With the weather as dry as 

it’s been, additional mowing may not be needed until right before Fall Cleanup. 

 
Gate Update – Happy to report it is now fully functional with the exception of the call box, which continues to 

cause challenges.  Brian continues to work on the issue with CenturyLink. 

 
Notice – Change of Nov. Board Meeting to Dec. 4th 

 
Deer – We’ve noticed there has been a second fawn birthing here in RRR.  When 

driving, please slow down as they are more easily spooked and more likely to dart 
out in front of your vehicle.  It’s also important to occasionally inspect your property 
to ensure its wildlife friendly.  The following link  provides helpful information when 
deciding on fencing or other cases where you may already have fencing but would 
like to ensure wildlife safety.  http://www.deerfriendly.com/urban-deer-
management/spiked-fence 

 
Q&A from TPWD (Texas Park and Wildlife)  
A deer has been hit on the roadway, what do I do? 
If the deer is just injured call your local game warden dispatcher. If you are absolutely sure the deer is dead, you 
may move it off the roadway and leave it there. Texas Department of Transportation will remove the dead animal 
on the public roadways if it occurs in RRR, you can contact Cliff Friesen, he will remove the deer from the road.  
Please note:  It is illegal to tag the deer (or any game animal for that matter) and take it with you.  
 
What do I do about nuisance wildlife? 

Contact the Texas Wildlife Services Program. They handle public requests concerning nuisance wildlife for the 
state. Their main number is (210) 472-5451, and they can put you in touch with your local representative.  
I have found an injured or orphaned baby bird/animal. What do I do?  
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The best thing to do for both you and the animal is to contact a Licensed Wildlife Rehabilitator in your area. Their 
names and numbers can be found on our website under: Hunting & Wildlife - Rehabilitators - and then your 
county. If you cannot find a contact, you can call TPWD at (512) 389-4505.  

 
Snakes – With the dry season upon us, a variety of snakes tend to come closer to our homes in search of 

water and food resources.  BE ON THE LOOKOUT!   
Texans are no strangers to snakes, especially during the summertime when many of them are out and about. Copperhead, Coral, 
Cottonmouth, and Rattler: these are the names given to the four species of venomous snakes in Texas. It is a good idea to educate others 
as well as yourself about these snakes, and how to avoid them as best as possible. 
"Snakes tend to follow their food source," said Teresa Shisk-Saling RVT, Veterinary Technician at the Texas A &M College of Veterinary 
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. "If you have problems with snakes in your home area make sure to clean up any trash, debris, wood 
piles, rock piles, or building material laying on the ground." 
Shisk-Saling continued, "Last summer when it was very hot out, a friend of mine had a problem with copperheads in her dog kennels so 
she took several litter pans and placed them along her fence line and kept them full of water. After that, there were no more snakes in the 
kennels because they were just looking for water, problem solved." 

 
Broad Banded Copperhead 

Out of these four snakes, the Copperhead is the most prevalent in the Bryan/College Station area. They 
will mostly eat rodents and belong to the Pit Viper family. This makes them unique in that they have a pit 
located between the eye and the nostril on either side of the head. These openings house a pair of 
extremely sensitive infrared detecting organs, which in effect give the snakes a sixth sense that helps 
them to find and perhaps even judge the size of the small warm-blooded prey. They can look very similar 
to the Water Moccasin and are sometimes referred to as the Land Moccasin. In general, you want to be 
cautious around downed/decaying trees, rock cuts, and sheet metal lying on the ground, trash, rock or 
wood piles. 

 
Coral Snake 

This snake is not to be confused by the similar colored and non-venomous Milk Snake, whose red and 
black bands connect.  Remember "Red and Yellow kills a fellow, Red and Black is a friend to Jack." 
Mostly the coral snakes in the eastern part of the state eat snakes and those in western part eat lizards. 
They tend to be very shy and secretive and will spend most of their time underground, in deep leave litter, 
dens and burrows. There is no anti-venom being manufactured in the United States that is available for 
people bitten by this snake. They possess the most potent venom out of any North American snake, but 
thankfully account for less than one percent of the number of annual snake bites. Respiratory paralysis 
can occur suddenly or within hours after a coral snake bite, therefore intubation and ventilation should be 
employed in a victim in anticipation for this. 

 
Western Diamondback Rattlesnake 

Another member of the Pit Viper family, these snakes primarily eat rabbits or other small mammals. You 
can find them mostly south and west of the Bryan/College Station area and are likely hear them before 
you see them.  There are a number of snakes, venomous and non-venomous, that will beat their tail in 
grass and leaf litter trying to sound like a Rattlesnake. These snakes are a little more aggressive and will 
rarely back away from confrontation, so it is best to always steer clear. 

 
Water Moccasin (Cotton Mouth) 

These semi-aquatic Pit Vipers eat fish and frogs. All snakes swim on top of the water, however when they 
stop to rest or evaluate their surroundings venomous snakes will continue to float on top of the water and 
non-venomous will sink to where only their head will be visible. 

 

Below: the non-venomous Yellow-Belly Waters Snake 
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(Below: the venomous Water Moccasin) 

 
 
When Water Moccasins feel threatened they will stand their ground and flatten their bodies out to make themselves appear bigger. Also, 
they will hiss and gape their mouths open, revealing the lighter colored tissue in their mouth, hence their name. 
Occasionally, you will find a snake stretched out warming itself in a sunny area; just leave the snake alone and respect their space if you 
are going to continue admiring it. These four snakes, as well as most snakes, act more on the defense than offence. 
"If a person is bitten and envenomated by a snake they will know it, because the pain will be immediate and intense. The most important 
thing is to stay calm and remember the steps that you need to take following the bite" 
Anti-venom binds to and neutralizes the venom that the snake has injected into you, halting any further damage, but does not reverse 
damage already done. Thus, it should be administered as soon as possible. 
"Do not waste time trying to locate the snake.  If it is a venomous snake bite, the bite pattern will be very different from a non-venomous 
snake."  
"Go immediately to the nearest medical facility and call ahead to let them know that you are coming; Not every emergency room carries 
anti venom, but they should have the expertise to stabilize the bite and take the necessary action."  Some ERs have nurses and doctors 
that have experience and knowledge about how to treat snake bites 
 
"Do not apply a tourniquet, ice, or heat and if possible lower the bitten area below the heart while someone else drives," 

 
http://www.texassnakeid.com/  - For more info this website can assist you to identify any snake you may come 
across. 

 
 
Spiders – Personally we have had 3 Black Widow spiders on our back porch, which was cause for concern, 

please investigate spaces before you reach in as you could get more than you bargained for! 
Venomous Spiders in Texas 

Texas has two venomous species of spiders, the black widow (Latrodectus mactans) and the 

brown recluse (Loxosceles reclusa). Both of these species of spiders can be found indoors and 

outdoors throughout the State. The female black widow can be identified by its jet-black color, 
globular abdomen with a reddish or yellowish hourglass on the underside. Male, black widow 

spiders are smaller, brown and nondescript. The black widow spider is aptly named because 

the female usually eats the male after mating. The venom of the black widow is a neurotoxin 
and can lead to severe systemic reactions and in rare cases, death. The black widow's venom 

is reportedly 15 times more toxic than the venom of the prairie rattlesnake. However, only a 

minute quantity is injected with each bite. The most severe reactions occur in children and 
older adults. Black widow spiders can frequently be found in woodpiles, boxes, outdoor toilets, 

meter boxes, under eaves, and other undisturbed areas. 

  
Brown recluse spiders are golden brown in color and can be identified by the characteristic 

dark brown to black fiddle-shaped pattern on the head region. Brown recluse venom has 

necrotizing enzymes that generally cause local or systemic reactions. These spiders commonly 

live in basements and garages of houses and can be found hiding between boards, boxes, and 
old towels and clothes in dark, undisturbed areas. Neither the black widow nor the brown 

recluse spiders are aggressive, but they will both bite when accidentally trapped, disturbed or 

threatened. 
  

Symptoms of Envenomization by Spiders 

The severity of a victim's reaction to any spider bite depends on the area of the body bitten, the amount of venom 
injected, depth of the bite, the victim's age, and other factors. Additionally, symptoms usually differ between black widow 

bite victims and brown recluse bite victims. Many times, the bite of a spider feels like a pin-prick and may not be noticed 

by the victim. 
 

http://www.texassnakeid.com/
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General Black Widow Spider Envenomization Symptoms 

 abdominal cramping 

 abdominal rigidity 

 convulsions 

 headache 

 lesion at site of bite 

 nausea 

 pain 

 profuse sweating 

 tremors 

 unconsciousness 

 vomiting 
  

General Brown Recluse Spider Envenomization Symptoms 

 chills 

 fever 

 nausea 

 necrosis at the bite site 

 nothing 

 red white and blue lesion at the bite site 

 restlessness 

 weakness 
  

 

First Aid for Spider Bite Victims 
Antivenom is generally not prescribed for black widow envenomizations. Although an antivenom for the black widow is 

available, it has a high probability of an anaphylactic reaction and is used only in extreme cases. There is no effective 

antivenom available for brown recluse envenomization victims. All spider bites possess the potential for a secondary 

infection and should be washed thoroughly with soap and water or an antiseptic if available. If possible, the spider should 
be captured for positive identification. An Ice pack may be applied to alleviate pain and swelling in the bite area. First Aid 

is of limited help, so you will need to contact the Texas Poison Center Network at 1-800-POISON-1 (1-800-764-7661) or 

your family physician for information about treatment. In severe cases, where the victim has systemic reactions, the 
victim may be hospitalized, and the physician may administer cortisone-type hormones, muscle relaxants, or pain 

relievers. 

  
Spider Bite Prevention 

Prevention is the best treatment of all for spider bites. Several chemical and non-chemical controls are available for 

reducing the risk of being bitten by spiders in general. 
Non-Chemical Spider Control 

 Eliminate or reduce bright outdoor lighting that attracts insects (spiders' food supply). 

 Trim weeds and grass from around buildings and remove debris to discourage insects and spiders from living 

close by. 

 Seal or caulk outside openings that may allow spiders to enter the house. 

 Use a vacuum cleaner to remove spiders, webs, and egg sacs from inside the house. 

 Wear gloves and watch carefully when in areas where spiders are likely to live. 

 Shake out shoes, clothes, towels, linens, etc. which have been stored and undisturbed for long periods of 

time. 

  
Chemical Spider Control 

 Have a professional apply a residual pesticide around the perimeter of the building. Over the counter 

pesticides are often not strong enough to effectively control spiders. 

 Contact pesticides may also be used indoors. However strict attention should be given to the manufacturer's 
label and all warnings and precautions observed. It may be best to have a professional apply more effective 

pesticides approved for indoor use. 
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More Information 

 http://www.pestproducts.com/spiders.htm 

 http://urbanentomology.tamu.edu/spiders_scorpion/brown_recluse.html. 

 http://urbanentomology.tamu.edu/spiders_scorpion/black_widow.html 

 http://ohioline.ag.ohio-state.edu/hyg-fact/2000/2061A.html 

 http://ohioline.ag.ohio-state.edu/hyg-fact/2000/2061.html 

 http://www.slackinc.com/child/idc/199605/spider.htm 

 
For more information, assistance or questions with all wildlife, please contact the Texas Park and Wildlife 
Management Bell County. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Watch for High Water and Flash Floods 

Bell County Burn Ban Status and Contact 
http://www.bellcountytx.com/departments/fire_marshal/burn_ban_status.php 
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